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In his preface to a collection of Italian short stories for children, published in 1890, the Neapolitan intellectual Michele Ricciardi remarked, "one could easily write up a recipe for children's literature in our culture: take ten grams of heroism, add two grams of melancholy, and you've got a children's book." 1 Ricciardi's recipe highlights the healthy doses of heroic imagery and of sentimentality being doled out to Italian children in the late-nineteenth century and into the twentieth. The memorable monthly stories that punctuate Edmondo De Amicis's Cuore ("Heart," 1886) epitomize the potent mixture of heroism and sentimentality described by Ricciardi. In these tales from "the book that was best known and most read in schools" (Lollo 197 ), child protagonists from Italy's different regions offer models of courage and self-sacrifice to very powerful effect. In one such monthly story, a young boy from Padua, whose desperately poor parents sold him to a traveling circus, dramatically throws back the money offered to him from wealthy adults because they have insulted Italy. 2 In an escapist rather than openly didactic mode, Emilio Salgari's many late-nineteenth-century adventure novels offered extremely popular images of swashbuckling, daring Romantic heroes in exotic locales. 3 In Le tigri di Mopracem ("The Tigers of Mopracem," 1884), for example, Sandokan the pirate with a small band of rebel followers takes on the colonial might of the British and Dutch. In yet another genre deploying this same theme, Lino Ferriani's 1905 bildungsroman, Un piccolo eroe ("A Little Hero"), charts the development of the earnest protagonist, Pin. This "little hero" suffers a bloody nose while protecting a crippled classmate from a gang of other youths, saves a group of women and children from a rabid dog by beating it to death with a stick, and finally loses his own job by standing up to an exploitative London foreman in defense of a young Italian construction worker. Poetry of the period, too, more than sprinkled in the ingredient of heroism. Giuseppe Zucca's 1918 collection entitled Vincere, Vincere, Vincere ("Win, Win, Win") gathers stirring poems written during the Great War to foster patriotic fervor. One poem paints the portrait of Giuseppe Lavezzari, a veteran of Garibaldi's 1860 campaign who volunteers to fight again in his old age. Rushing into the Austrian line crying "Viva l'Italia," he reveals his Garibaldian red shirt and dares the enemy to kill him (7-10). These and other stories attest to the currency that martial exploits, courage, and patriotic self-sacrifice held in Italian children's literature in the decades preceding fascism. 4 In this essay, I explore the recurrent call to heroism that appears so often and so openly in children's books from Cuore to the years just before the First World War. As with many of the overt lessons promoted by books that state straightforwardly their agenda, the call to heroism is not masked, and its utility for the State is clear and rational: the need to inculcate in its youth a willingness to die for the Fatherland. It is not surprising that writers, even those who were penning books marketed as pleasure reading rather than as mandatory school curriculum, should encourage young Italians to be brave and selfless, and should offer heroic role models to their young readers to admire and imitate. As Lindsay Myers documents in her study of Italian children's fantasy books, such a strategy rose to particular prominence in the years 1915-18 in support of Italy's belated and much debated entrance into the First World War. Myers points out that "[r]ealist novels generally proved more conducive to the dissemination of pro-war ideologies than did works of fantasy" (87), but even the fantasy genre, via allegorical strategies, served to justify and support Italy's intervention. According to Myers, works like Yambo's Ciuffettino alla Guerra ("Ciuffettino Goes to War," 1916) constituted a new "subgenre" which she terms the "Quest Fantasy." Even after the conclusion of the war, the agenda of inculcating patriotism persisted, as attested to by Olindo Giacobbe in the opening pages of his 1925 critical bibliography of children's books. In underscoring the care with which school teachers should select texts, he unabashedly lists the making of "valorous soldiers" as one of the goals of children's literature (4).
What I will examine here is the specific manner in which heroism is staged in many children's books of the period. It is not particularly surprising that these books should adopt heroism with such great frequency as a theme, or even that they should simplify the complex history of Italy's nineteenth-century unification (traditionally referred to as the "Risorgimento"), consolidating and deploying this history as heroic mythology for young readers. 5 What is of interest in many of these Italian texts is that heroism seems to be staged not as a present possibility, nor as a future goal, but quite often as a memory. More precisely, what these stories appear to perform is not so much an advocacy and railroads (which Ferriani manages to do in having Pin bludgeon a rabid dog). In other words, it is not merely a matter of updating content. Instead, these texts structure modern Italian subjects on the very ground of this lost possibility. By extolling heroism, and specifically by fetishizing Giuseppe Garibaldi as the embodiment of this ideal, these texts both reveal and cover up anxieties about modern networks of social relations. 10 Ferriani rather eloquently articulates this very anxiety when he describes Pin's perception of modern London: "he was struck by the regularity with which this fantastic movement functioned. It was as if everybody, men and things, were obeying a superior order, a general director who was invisible but omnipotent. Nothing escaped from this director who provided for everything" . 11 The invisibility of the source of this omnipotent power disconcerts the protagonist, who initially reacts to the English city with "deep melancholy" (187) as he observes the trains and the electric trams.
12 However, he cannot assume his role as good Italian husband to Maria until he has spent time in the more modernized London. He must acclimate to the city and bring what he has learned, and earned, back into Italy. Pin's exposure to modernity in the North builds on but also supersedes what he had learned in school from his teacher Signor Stefano, who in his younger days had been a "garibaldino" (88). Ferriani describes the invisible capitalist-technological forces that regulate London through a rhetoric evoking theological concepts: providence, omnipotence, the superior order that commands absolute obedience, the force that functions as the Prime Mover. Pin, then, attempts to understand new social relations, in which "men and things" are implicitly interchangeable, through a premodern epistemological grid. The use of this theological register to describe modern urban society, in effect, suggests that the latter has replaced the former. The festishization of Garibaldi, who becomes a kind of "direttore generale visibile" as it were, compensates for this perceived loss.
A contemporary consideration of the image of the hero can help further elucidate these anxieties. In the same years in which these children's books were being written and circulated, Freud's colleague Otto Rank turned his critical attention to what he perceived as recurrent motifs in hero myths. He sought to strip these various myths down to the "ideal human skeleton" (65) that served as a common structure to stories from different times and places. In analyzing the Myth of the Birth of Hero (1909) , he argues that hero stories from Sargon and Perseus to Moses and Jesus are ultimately grounded in memory. Specifically, he argues, hero stories are coded elaborations of the subject's infantile perception of his parents, evoking a time when the parents seemed to him to be omnipotent kings and queens. The subject's repressed childhood hostility toward the father is projected and reimagined as the father's (king's) hostility toward the son, a structure that provides the psychological source of so many "changeling" stories. Rank ends the essay by connecting this family romance with contemporary anarchist attacks on political father figures. I turn to this important text not as an interpretative key through which to analyze the hero stories of Italian children's literature. Rather, this contemporary discussion of heroism sheds light on two major nexuses of issues that are bound up in and worked out through the books I will discuss: namely, the perceived deterioration of paternal power and the epistemological paradigm of recapitulation.
As Rank does in his analysis, these children's books I will discuss here, too, intimately link heroism to paternal figures. Pin, for example, is spurred to heroic deeds by his father's exhortation to "become a man." Similarly in Cuore, the monthly stories of heroism are dictated to Enrico and his classmates by the paternal teacher Signor Perboni, who, on the first day of school, begs his students to "be my dear little sons" (29), and it is Enrico's actual father who encourages him to study with the words "Take courage, then, little soldier of the immense army" (37).
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In her novel Piccoli eroi ("Little Heroes"), Cordelia (Virginia Tedeschi Treves) shows how the protagonist Maria must heroically care for all her siblings in order to allow her widowed father to continue to work, and Lino Ferriani's brief contribution to the Garibaldi-themed issue of Il giornalino della domenica ("The Little Sunday Paper," 1907) discourages lying and calls for brave honesty among young readers by quoting Garibaldi's words to his own son Manlio, thus putting the "blond Hero" explicitly in the role of father figure ("L'orrore di Garibaldi," 19). 14 Within the texts, then, father figures encourage heroism for the child protagonists and, by extension, their readers.
While the fictional fathers of all these "little heroes" were inspiring their children to acts of self-sacrifice and courage, the readers of these books and their families were witnessing significant renegotiations of patriarchal power in Italy on several fronts. In his study of "letteratura infantile," Vittorio Spinazzola reminds us that Italian children's literature came into its own in a period of post-risorgimento anxieties-political, cultural, and "even familial because of the difficulty of redefining relationships between the sexes and between generations in a manner more evolved than that of patriarchal absolutism" (12) . 15 Changes in the modes of production were sending women out of the home and into the factories, particularly in northern Italy, where most of the writers and publishing houses of children's literature were located. These changes, as Silvana Andretta has noted in her study of contemporary literary depictions of childhood, were perceived as a threat to the family-"Transformation in the system of production had provoked a weakening of the family, since even women were entering the workforce" (8).
16 Along with industrialization and urbanization, however uneven and belated vis-a-vis other European nations, the decades at the turn of the century saw attempts to modernize the authoritarian civil code of 1865, specifically through agitation in favor of legalizing divorce. Between 1878 and 1902 eight different proposals in favor of legalizing divorce were brought to parliament.
17 (Not surprisingly, none of the Garibaldian children's books that I have studied mention Garibaldi's own request to Rome's civil tribunal in 1879 for a state annulment of his nineteen year marriage to Giuseppina Raimondi.
)
In these same turbulent decades, Italy suffered a so-called hemorrhaging of citizens through emigration-an estimated five million Italians, mostly young men from the south, came to the United States between 1860 and 1920. 19 Emigration to the Americas of so many men, often including young fathers, left these generations of children to associate "father" quite literally with "absence." Politically, the transition from the old monarchies (Bourbons in the south, Hapsburgs in the north) to a parliamentary structure, as well as the significant loss of temporal power for the Pope in central Italy, represented a major shift away from the tradition of singular, centralized, patriarchal power.
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Although the constitution limited his authority, the Savoy monarch who reigned over the unified Italy was among the "father-figure" victims of the same anarchist violence psychoanalytically theorized by Otto Rank (King Umberto was assassinated by the anarchist Gaetano Bresci in 1900). In short, industrial modes of production, agitation for divorce in the name of enlightened thinking, the mass emigration of fathers, and a more liberal distribution of political power (that many felt was still not liberal enough) all contributed to the perception of threats to traditional paternal power in the decades preceding the First World War, while simultaneously constituting the very progress toward modernization (or, in the case of emigration, its unintended effects) that the newly unified Italy needed to promote and embrace.
In addition to highlighting the link between heroism and paternal power, Rank's work points to a second key factor. Rank grounds his methodology in the recapitulation paradigm that held currency in this period in a range of fields. In developing his arguments, Rank relies on the premise that neurotics are like children, and children are like primitives, so neurotic behaviors, children's fantasies, and primitive myths are generated by the same mental operations and thus may be used to interpret each other. In this maneuver, Rank is symptomatic of his time. In his study of the symbiotic relationship between psychoanalysis and fairy tales, children's literature scholar Kenneth Kidd has examined the recapitulation theory and the multiple kinds of hierarchies to which it was applied in turn-of-the-century thought. Drawing on Jacqueline Rose's seminal study, Kidd writes:
Freud and his scientific predecessors were less interested in the fairy tale's literary status or in questions about its major audience [i.e., adult or child] than in what the fairy tale could reveal about "primitive" man. The allegedly natural association of children with fairy tales, as Jacqueline Rose points out, emerges from a "preoccupation with cultural infancy and national heritage," a metanarrative in which children and the "folk" are made equivalent (1984, 56) . That metanarrative influenced and in turn was supported by popular adaptations of evolutionary theory in the nineteenth century. The evolutionary notion of recapitulation, first articulated by Ernst Haeckel (and popularly summed up as "ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny"), found widespread application and adaptation from the nineteenth century forward, underwriting and overlapping with a broader theory of evolutionary social progress. Caucasian child and non-Caucasian primitive or savage (and sometimes the criminal) were said to be at the same developmental stage or level, and the theory was sometimes even extended to nations, with, say, the "cultural infancy" of Western nations being ostensibly equivalent to the maturity of primitive cultures. . . . Freud and his colleagues . . . generally maintained the principle of recapitulation, seeing parallels among primitive people, children, and young nations (3-4).
Kidd here refers specifically to The Evolution of Man: A Popular Exposition, in which Haeckel energetically defends evolutionary theory against what he saw as the backwardness of the Catholic Church, insisting upon the fundamental law of organic evolution, or the "first principle of biogeny." This "law" allows the scientist to read phylogeny from ontogeny: by watching the individual human organism develop, we can see the telescoped trajectory of the species' evolution. This powerful isomorphic construction-itself a product of modernity in its evolutionary basis-informs the structure of many children's narratives of the period. The forward trajectory of maturation for the child mirrors and naturalizes the modernization of the nation, both of which require the loss of epic heroism. Rank's study of the hero myth, then, calls our attention to the ways in which paternity and recapitulation are linked to the motif of the hero.
The construction of the myth of Giuseppe Garibaldi (1807-82) in postunification children's literature encoded Italian ambivalences about modernity, and served as a strategy to guide and to fuse personal and national maturation. Beginning with Giuseppe Abba's 1880 Noterelle di uno dei Mille ("The Diary of One of Garibaldi's Thousand"), and echoed in at least a dozen other texts before the First World War, the story of Garibaldi was put forth as a nationally unifying model of manly, epic, martial heroism. Indeed the memory of Garibaldi remains, as it were, the text book definition of the hero, as the Garzanti dictionary entry demonstrates. 21 However, Garibaldi's story was simultaneously inscribed as a kind of epitaph: his sui generis heroism-utterly unique-was to be mourned rather than imitated. These narratives promote modernization and growing up as mutually confirming processes through the figure of Garibaldi. Variously encoded as classical epic, medieval romance, Christian hagiography, and primitive folklore, the General's story always already belonged to an admirable but inaccessible past. The figure of Garibaldi effectively idealizes the complicated history of Italian unification (which had resulted in a constitutional monarchy with a parliament elected by a very limited franchise). At the same time, as these stories suggest, his brand of heroism was no longer viable in the "grown up" world of a state with industrializing and even imperialist goals. It is in fact the fusion of Ricciardi's ingredients-heroism and melancholy-that could effectively promote a modern Italian identity by both celebrating and outgrowing its epic past and by mapping that national, historical trajectory onto the seemingly natural development of the individual child. These books did not merely cook up stories about courageous protagonists peppered with a touch of sentimentality. Rather they offer heroic melancholy as Italianness. Every proper boy (ragazzo per bene) is called upon both to embody and to bury the Blond Christ in the Red Shirt as part of the process of growing up and of becoming Italian.
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Garibaldi's Shadows: Heroism and Melancholia in Italian Children's Literature 59 Eric Tribunella's Melancholia and Maturation has mapped a similar trajectory operable in many classic works of American children's literature. Tribunella, who focuses on the construction of American adults through children's literature and its reception, illuminates a process he calls "melancholic maturation." Widely read children's books in the United States which have been prized (literally and figuratively) and which have also elicited controversy model the process of maturation through the use of contrived traumatic losses. Drawing on Freud as well as on trauma studies and queer theory, Tribunella reveals the ambivalent ways in which popular texts, like A Separate Peace and Old Yeller, discipline children through stories of painful losses. Through suffering such losses and through incorporating the lost object's best qualities, the child achieves the melancholy, masculine, and heteronormative adulthood that is valued by American society. Lino Ferriani's novel follows this paradigm, from the young Pin's trauma of witnessing his father die from a festering, bloody wound to his assumption of the role as new responsible husband with the potential to become a father. I will show how a similar structure is at work in the texts I analyze, deployed within a specifically Italian context. Here, Garibadli becomes the embodiment of the ideal of heroism, an ideal that is strongly cathected, necessarily lost, and ultimately introjected as part of the process of melancholic maturation. In the Italian context, this process is figured both as the growing up of each child, and as the development of the nation as it moves into modernity.
Of the several Garibaldian texts penned by Giuseppe Cesare Abba (1838 Abba ( -1910 , his Noterelle di uno dei Mille was the most popular. Italy's national poet Giosue Carducci, to whom Abba dedicated the work, facilitated its publication in 1880. The definitive edition was published in 1891 as Da Quarto al Volturno, and renowned poet Giovanni Pascoli composed the preface to the 1909 edition, inviting the "new generation of Italy" to read about Garibaldi's "far away heroic world" (Abba 1983, 99) . 23 Abba's diary, which documents his first-hand experience on the famous expedition of the thousand red-shirts, continued through the twentieth century to be recommended to Italian youths as a stirring and patriotic text (Giacobbe 67) . Born in the northwestern region of Liguria, Abba was twenty-two when he participated in the 1860 campaign that ousted the Bourbon Monarchy from southern Italy and that enabled the south to join Victor Emanuel's northern Kingdom. Abba went on to teach for many years in the public schools of northern Italy, in Brescia, Lombardy.
Abba begins the diary on May 3, in Parma, summarizing the latest political events, and pointing out that Garibaldi's native city of Nizza (Nice) has been ceded by the Kingdom of Piedmont to France. In spite of Piedmont's painful diplomatic move, Garibaldi will go to aid Sicily, and Abba counts himself among the "lucky ones" who will follow him (1). Thus, the first image of Garibaldi in Abba's account is that of a leader dedicated to the cause even without personal benefit, an immediate model of selflessness. Here, too, Abba sets the stage for a narrative in which the hero appears more often indirectly (that is, people speaking about him) than directly. Abba sailed to Sicily from Genoa on the ship commanded by Nino Bizio (the Lombardy), rather than on Garibaldi's vessel (the Piedmont), and even in Sicily, Abba's company was rarely in sight of the General during the campaign. Thus, while the real cause of Garibaldi's physical absence in much of the text is historical, the narrative effect of such absence is mythical. Garibaldi emerges as a shadowy figure, punctuating the narrative with his rare and dramatic appearances. Abba, for example, concludes his entry of May 21 with the confident assertion: "We don't know where Garibaldi is, but we know he watches over us all" (53).
24 Such an absent omnipresence turns the General into a paternal, providential god. Abba frequently contributes to the Christian rhetoric that cloaks Garibaldi in a messianic garb. He reports that the women in Rome called him "the Nazarene" (62) , and imagines that the Neapolitan folk "must have looked like the people of Jerusalem on the first Palm Sunday" (136) as they greet Garibaldi entering their city.
25 Through the Christological imagery, which was not unique to Abba, of course, this "fortunate follower" justifies the expedition as liberation and salvation rather than an annexation or colonization. In addition, the figuration of Garibaldi as a warrior Jesus goes further, suggesting the Hero's role not only as redeemer but also as sacrifice. 26 Having modeled sacrifice in his decision to fight for Italy in spite of the loss of his native Nizza, his ubiquitous association with Christ announces that he must also become the sacrifice. As Tribunella has noted, the dynamics of sacrifice can be read as a rite of passage into "national membership" and "maturation" (xiv-xv).
Furthermore, this Christianizing rhetoric joins the evolutionary paradigm which posits the imaginative islanders with their fantastical notions (and with their frightening ferocity) as primitive and childlike. Abba points out how the largely illiterate Sicilians' reliance on oral communication produced an endless series of corruptions of Garibaldi's name, remarking "The name, that I have heard mispronounced in a thousand different ways ever since we landed in Marsala, has now changed to Sinibaldo, the father of Santa . 27 Illiteracy and faith are linked to ignorance of historical development and of the forward movement of time: Abba suggests that the Sicilians believe that Garibaldi actually is the reborn father of their twelfth-century patron saint. As Abba narrates the native population's adoration of Garibaldi, he documents the general's greatness, while simultaneously establishing the inferiority of the southerners that the general has redeemed.
Abba himself, like the illiterate native population, sees Garibaldi as an incarnation of the past. He writes, "[t]he general, seated at the foot of an olive tree, eats his bread and cheese, slicing it with his own knife and chatting simply with those around. I look at him and have a feeling of the greatness of bygone days" (26-27).
28 Like a reborn Sinibaldo, Garibaldi seems to have been transported into modernity from an earlier time. But Abba is at pains to distinguish the Sicilians' naïve and childlike equation of Garibaldi with Sinibaldo from his own erudite historical analogies. He does so through the heavy deployment of literary models. In one comparison, Garibaldi is a hero from Xenophon (196). The parallel not only associates Garibaldi with the grandeur of antiquity, but also implies a civilization/barbarism dichotomy, in which southern Italy emerges as a modern-day Persia: Xenophon and his fellow Greeks on their "Expedition of the Ten Thousand" into Persia parallel Garibaldi leading his Thousand Northern Italians into the south. 29 Continuing to cull models from ancient Greek history, Abba further claims that Garibaldi trusts his second-in-command Nino Bixio as his "Leonides," and that the Maddeloni Pass has become "our Thermopylae" (210, 225). The comparison calls forth the famous episode of Greek courage recorded in Herodotus, underscoring once again Garibaldi's bravery as well as the disparity in numbers between the small band of liberators and the far more numerous royal troops. Not only antiquity but also the Romantic period offers material for Abba's similes: Abba asserts that Garibaldi is like Byron's Conrad, drawing on the 1814 Corsair of the British Romantic poet. 30 The anachronism of Garibaldi-an Epic and Romantic hero in a modern world-is rendered by Abba for his literate readers through a shared corpus of literary and historical texts (Herodotus, Xenophon, Byron). This strategy generates a self-consciously and historically aware nostalgic stance, set in opposition to the naïve enthusiasm of the primitive, illiterate Sicilians.
In this nostalgic vein, Garibaldi embodies simplicity and purity: "So with the simplicity of a shepherd king, or shall we say with the elegance of a hero from the pages of Xenophon, or perhaps better still-like himself when young, in the virgin forests of Rio Grande, Garibaldi set the hour by a star" (130) . 31 Ultimately, then, the range of similes and metaphors proves inadequate, as Garibaldi is comparable only to himself (another gesture of deification), and thus implicitly unrepeatable. For Abba, the General is a premodern hero, tied to nature (forests, shepherds, stars) and eschewing technology. Paradoxically, however, his exploits enable the modernization and growing up of the natives he liberates. In the entry of June 28, Abba with unabashed arrogance remarks that the inhabitants of Rocca Palumba "looked like people from the Middle Ages preserved for this very purposes of greeting us" (98).
32 By following Garibaldi, the apparently frozen-in-time medieval Sicilians mature: as they march north, they move forward from local to national identity, from riotous insurgents to disciplined soldiers, from boys to men. Leveraging the term picciotto, which means both "youth / young man" and "Sicilian volunteers who joined Garibaldi's Red Shirts," and sounding almost like a proud father himself, Abba proclaims, "This was the moment when the Picciotti covered themselves with glory. Two months before, they were riotous on embarking for the continent; it appeared they had no notion of any Italy beside their own three-cornered island. Marching through Calabria, however, they have become new men and they have won our respect here" (146).
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By the end of the diary, the rhetoric of melancholy prevails, becoming acute at the conclusion in spite of the victorious outcome of the campaign. Abba recalls a "dark melancholy" pervading the surviving troops, and offering a rare direct description of the hero, he speculates, "Perhaps Garibaldi felt sad" (160-61). 34 In the concluding pages, the model of heroism becomes a very monument to melancholy: "We marched past Garibaldi, who stood at the great gate rigid as though carved in stone. . . . The General was paler than we had ever seen him before. He watched us go by. One could guess that tears were near and that his heart was sore. . . . Now I hear that the General is leaving for Caprera, to live as on another planet" (165). 35 Seemingly transported from antiquity to inspire the passage of the nation into modernity and the passage of Italian children into adulthood, Garibaldi is now transported away. Like a sacrificed Christ, he ascends to another realm ("to live as on another planet"). Indeed the diary seems to narrate the very transition of the hero into his own monument ("as though carved in stone"). The gesture would become literalized in a later children's book. The 1910 edition of Checchi's biography concludes with an appendix of twenty-three full page images of statues commemorating Garibaldi from all over Italy and beyond, with Nizza's monument to its native son as the final image.
As popular as Abba's work was, Edmondo De Amicis's Cuore, published in 1886, boasted even wider appeal.
36 By 1904 the book stood alongside Collodi's The Adventures of Pinocchio at the top of the children's literature market. The influential and strongly patriotic novel is set in Turin (which had been Italy's first capital), and takes the form of the diary of a middle-class, twelve-year-old boy named Enrico. The diary structure parallels Abba's Noterelle, and creates a similar effect of first-hand authenticity and immediacy. De Amicis echoes Abba, too, in depicting an exclusively male homosocial setting. 37 Young Enrico entrusts the day-to-day events of an academic year in a northern classroom to his journal rather than the exploits of a military campaign on a southern battlefield. Study, self-discipline, and devotion to education are the forms of "little" and "humble" heroism needed in the new Italy.
In addition to Enrico's daily entries, the novel includes letters that Enrico's parents write to him over the course of the year, often to inspire, praise, or censure him. The letter appearing as the first installment for the month of June serves as a brief but powerful biography of Garibaldi. The text enumerates the General's larger-than-life martial exploits in a series of staccato-like sentences in the remote past tense, evacuated of any historical explanation. Enrico and his readers learn that Garibaldi "saved a woman's life, . . . fought for ten years in America, . . . defended Rome, . . . liberated Palermo, . . . fought against the Germans in 1870" (228) and so forth. 38 This list culminates by promising Enrico that he "will read about his deeds" (228), using the word gesta and thus evoking the medieval "chanson de geste" genre.
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With the transition from past to future tense verbs, the letter moves into a hagiographic register: "when you [Enrico] will no longer walk the face of the earth . . . even still will those generations gaze on high to behold the luminous face of the people's redeemer, his head crowned with the names of his victories as if a circle of stars. The face and the soul of every Italian will glow at the sound of his name" (229). 40 The apotheosis of Garibaldi here combines two specific biblical passages. First, the image of the crown of stars echoes St. John's famous vision recorded in Revelations (12:1): "A great sign appeared in the sky, a woman clothed with the sun, with the moon under her feet, and on her head a crown of twelve stars." At the same time, the ability of the hero's name to trigger spontaneous adoration evokes St. Paul's letter to the Philippians (2: 9-11): "Therefore God also has highly exalted Him and given Him the name which is above every name, that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of those in heaven, and of those on earth, and of those under the earth, And that every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father." This juxtaposition of biblical imagery creates a Garibaldi who is both Jesus and Mary, suggesting a kind of fantasy of original wholeness and sexual predifference. Through this rhetoric, De Amicis endows the modern, secular state with its religion. Through that religion, through the acknowledgement of one maternal-paternal figure, the children of Padua, Lombardy, Florence, Sardinia, Naples, Romagna, Genoa, Calabria and Sicily about whom we read in the novel Cuore (and who read the novel) become Italian.
It is not only Garibaldi's heroic gesta or his secular divinity that must be acknowledged, but also his death. The letter moves from past-tense verbs that narrate his heroic exploits, to future-tense verbs that describe the unquestioning homage his divine name will inspire. We are left with a kind of aporia in the present, which is marked as a time of mourning. "Today is a day of national mourning" and "the whole world weeps for him" (228) are almost the only instances of present-tense verbs in the passage. 41 De Amicis in fact chose to set the novel four years previous to its publication, specifically in the year of Garibaldi's death. The letter of June 3 and by synecdoche Cuore as a whole (notorious for its heavy deployment of sentimentality), then, can announce the hero's death with the power of immediacy, but also serve as a kind of epitaph. De Amicis marks Garibaldi's death and the mourning it generates as enabling the birth of the nation. By acknowledging Garibaldi as the mother/ father of the nation, the children of each region become Italian, and in mourning that dead figure, they become modern Italian adults.
Garibaldi's presence in Cuore is not limited to the obituary letter from Enrico's father. Rather, the effects of Garibaldi's 1860 expedition through the south inhabit the novel, embodied particularly in the character of the "Calabrian boy." Repeatedly described as "dark" (typical of descriptions of southern Italians) this pupil joins Enrico's Turinese class where he is met with exuberant warmth from the paternal teacher, Signor Perboni. 42 In perhaps the most well-known passage from the novel, Perboni uses the arrival of the Calabrian boy as an opportunity to remind the class (and the readers) that this very event-this union of south and north-exemplifies the marvelous fruit of the hard-fought unification movement: "Remember well what I am telling you. In order for this event to take place, for a Calabrian boy to feel at home in Turin, and for a boy from Turin to feel as if in his own home in Reggio, Calabria, for this our country fought for fifty years and thirty thousand Italians died" (31).
43 While Perboni's stirring words imagine a kind of balance and reciprocity, the text itself dramatizes only the first scenario-that of the southern boy coming north. Piedmont absorbs Calabria, not the other way around, in spite of Perboni's parallelism. This swarthy boy, who never once speaks in the entire novel, becomes a shadow of his luminous blond liberator. In stark contrast to Giuseppe Garibaldi, whose name has the power to inspire awe, the dark student never receives a name-throughout the novel he is called only "the Calabrian boy." Through its token southerner, and perhaps in spite of itself, the novel announces the effects of Garibaldi's campaign: the silencing of the "backward" south and its homogenization into the north. This shadowy Calabrian, whose presence in Piedmont was enabled by Garibaldi, must not aspire to his liberator's revolutionary heroics but rather, as his namelessness and silence attest, must quietly integrate himself into his Turinese schoolroom.
Notable among the many texts that were influenced by De Amicis is the novel Piccoli eroi ("Little Heroes") by Virginia Tedeschi Treves under the pen name "Cordelia" . Cordelia had already established herself as the director of the children's periodical Giornale dei fanciulli when she published Piccoli Eroi in 1892 with Milan's Treves Brothers, the same house that had published Cuore. Cordelia openly announces her indebtedness to Cuore. In her dedication of the novel to "children between nine and fourteen years old" she clearly echoes De Amicis's own dedication, and calls De Amicis a "dear and illustrious teacher."
44 Piccoli eroi met with great success. The protagonist, Maria Morandi, is the seventeen-year-old eldest sibling of a lower-middle-class family in Milan (one of the most industrialized cities in Italy at the time). We learn in the first sentence of the book that Maria's mother has died, leaving Signor Morandi, an office worker, with six children. The novel, then, unfolds in the space of heroic melancholy: as they mourn their mother, the Morandi children must learn to be "little heroes." The siblings, and the children reading about them, receive guidance through the periodic stories that Maria narrates as they spend the summer in their modest country cottage. These stories, with their brave and self-sacrificing child-protagonists, mirror in content and function the famous "monthly stories" from De Amicis's Cuore. This deliberate echo allows us to chart another step in the elaboration of Italian heroism: from Abba's sprawling battlefields to De Amicis's public classroom to Cordelia's private cottage, the spaces in which Italians are being made become smaller and smaller; the heroism being modeled ever more domestic. Such domestication does not, I think, derive solely from the fact that a woman wrote the novel or from the prominence of the female characters. Rather, the lessons here are intended for all Italian children, as the dedication explicitly states and as the central role of the male siblings implies. Indeed the text is at pains both to celebrate the manly, martial heroism of the past and at the same time to disown and in a sense contain and domesticate that kind of revolutionary fervor.
To that end, the novel emphasizes the 1848 revolutions rather than the more recent wars for independence or Garibaldi's 1860 campaign, thus pushing those memories into a more distant past. Maria imparts the lesson of modern heroism to her vivacious and impatient brother Carlo, explaining that nowadays a hero does not need to be a warrior but rather one who, in any setting, public or private, makes sacrifices for others. 45 Her words of humbling wisdom to Carlo come in response to his agitated and impatient desire to become a swashbuckling military hero just like Garibaldi.
46 Maria must convince him that settling down to study for his Latin exams is the kind of heroism expected of him. Carlo's desire to imitate Garibaldi here is coded as childishness.
Maria is aided in her child-rearing duties by Don Vincenzo, an old friend of their deceased uncle. The children admire Don Vincenzo for having participated in the 1848 uprising against the Austrian Hapsburgs. He speaks nostalgically of the good old days of the 1848 liberal revolutions, idealizing the period as one of comradery, brotherhood, and unity.
47 Don Vincenzo's speeches consistently separate his youth from the present, speaking of "back then," a time when "we were all heroes" (22).
48 Don Vincenzo recalls the initial enthusiasm inspired by Pius IX, who appeared to embrace liberal ideas early in his papacy (21). While young Carlo makes the only direct reference to Garibaldi, this evocation of the Pope implicitly recalls the hero, who had famously attempted to defend the short-lived Roman republic in 1849. The text attempts to mobilize just enough of Garibaldi to inspire a heroism appropriate to "nowadays," while keeping his fervor safely buried in the nostalgic tales of bygone days.
Significantly, it is precisely this old revolutionary who explains the current economic and social structure in the Milanese province: he speaks glowingly of the rich industrialist family who live in the villa on the hill and whose enormous factory provides employment for so many in the town. Nor does the generous Guerini family forget the poor or the church in their charity: in fact, they have just purchased an organ for the local parish (10). Coming from the mouth of the old liberal insurgent, this paternalistic account of the modern industrial economic system is endorsed as the legitimate realization of Risorgimento goals.
The strike of the factory workers constitutes a dramatic climax in the novel. The workers become violent, and spend their time getting drunk and letting their children run wild. For Cordelia, it is the working class, rather than the dangerous Sicilian natives, who occupy a bottom rung of the evolutionary ladder. At least twice they are explicitly described as unruly and ungrateful children, as with the straightforward assertion "the folk are like little children" (32).
49 Their status as children is aligned with their premodern primitive ignorance, as they embrace superstitious snake oil remedies rather than the antiseptic washes, which, as Maria patiently explains, are one of the many benefits of scientific progress. Signora Guerini, the wife of the factory padrone, is described as a suffering, "all sorrowful" Madonna, and laments, "what hurts me the most is to see the ingratitude of our workers, whom we have always treated well, as if they were our children" (61). 50 In a mutually justifying analogy, Signora Guerini treats her upstart worker-children in a way that implicitly mirrors Maria, constantly at pains to educate and domesticate her energetic sibling-children. Factory workers-like the Sicilian picciotti in Abba's text-are perceived as threatening but necessary to the new Italy, and the paternalistic discourse underwritten by a veneer of evolutionary theory works through the anxiety of class issues, and is endorsed by the old revolutionary. The novel nostalgically conjures Garibaldi and his heroism, but at the same time mournfully leaves him in the past so that the children and the nation may grow up.
The structure of melancholy as a way to mobilize the larger-than-life, unique, and incomparable heroism embodied in Garibaldi (we recall the "above" of Ferriani, and the "comparable only to himself" of Abba) for the normalizing project of the texts that offer his biography as a model for "making Italians" has already emerged in the novels considered above. The popular children's periodical Il giornalino della Domenica continued this process.
51 Directed by Luigi Bertelli (an extremely well-known children's author himself, under the pen name Vamba), this Florentine journal commemorated the centenary of Garibaldi's birth in July 1907 with a Garibaldi-themed issue (anno 2, numero 27, July 7 1907). Giuseppe Abba, Lino Ferriani, Augusto Vecchi ("Jack la Bolina") 52 and other children's writers contributed pieces to the issue, which also included images of Garibaldi and even facsimiles of his hand-written notes. The short articles rehearse the by now familiar images. One piece alone, not even a full page in length, calls Garibaldi a "redeemer of the people," "paladin of the weak," and "Saint George of all the oppressed" (7), and claims that he surpasses any hero from the pages of Virgil, Tasso, Livy or Plutarch. 53 The rhetoric in this issue, in short, predictably resuscitates the luminaries of the classical world and of the medieval chivalric tradition in order to commemorate the birth of the Hero.
The 1907 centenary of Garibaldi's birth was not the last occasion on which the Giornalino reminded its young readers of the nation's Hero. Giuseppe Ernesto Nuccio (1874 Nuccio ( -1933 , a regular contributor to the journal, dramatized the events of 1859-60 in and around his father's native Palermo in his novel Picciotti e garibaldini, first published in 1910-11 in installments in the Giornalino and then in 1913 as an illustrated volume by Bemporad. 54 Although by no means a classic on the scale of Cuore, the novel has had multiple reprintings.
55 Subtitled "Romanzo storico sulla Rivoluzione del 1859-60," the novel as a whole exemplifies aspects of the realist tradition that had been forged by the great Sicilian veristi writers Giovanni Verga and Luigi Capuana. Nuccio's "historical novel," which includes real characters such as Nino Bixio and Salvatore Maniscalco, immerses the reader in a wealth of geographic precision, as it tracks the movements of the young revolutionaries by including the names of streets, piazzas, theaters and churches in Palermo. The prose is rich in descriptive detail, and transcriptions of his characters' Sicilian dialect, such as "Oh matri, matruzza bedda!" (170) pepper the narrative. 56 However, embedded within this realist approach are a range of discursive strategies that mobilize premodern literary forms.
Over the course of the long novel (forty-seven chapters) Nuccio builds a group of protagonists. The opening pages introduce us to the teenage shepherd, Fedele, who returns to Palermo from the countryside. In the city, Fedele encounters other boys, such as the eleven-year-old orphan Pispisedda, the older boy Rocco who ends up imprisoned, and other boys whose nicknames exemplify various traits, like Centolingue ("Hundred languages") and Cacciatore ("Hunter"), thus an ensemble cast gradually forms. Because the boys are often separated-some secretly transporting weapons, some on messenger missions, some protecting the women-many scenes play out as reunions among subsets of the group. Readers are kept abreast of events throughout Palermo and its neighboring countryside as each boy brings his friends up to date on the events he has recently witnessed or deeds he has accomplished. This strategy allows Nuccio to limit the omniscient narrator's voice and instead to offer multiple scenes of story telling. The listeners in the text egg on the speakers with demands of "tell us," as when Pispisedda urges young don Gaetanino to get to the point with "tell me, tell me, brother" (180). 57 The stories, coming from the mouths of the boys, are often interrupted with descriptions of the other boys' reactions. Empirical readers, in this way, find a model in the desirous, eager fictional listeners, transported by patriotic fervor, elated by Garibaldi's victories and devastated by setbacks-thus Nuccio constructs his ideal readers. Furthermore, the personalities of the different narrator-characters and the logistical demands of various settings allow Nuccio to draw on a range of genres. In this manner, Nuccio incorporates multiple discursive techniques into the realist frame.
The adult character known as "Indovino," ("Fortune Teller") for example, recounts his memories of the 1848 revolutions, and his predictions of a coming savior, in biblical and prophetic rhetoric. It is he, in fact, who sets the stage in the novel's first chapter. As the boys gather around to hear his tales, he elides Sicilian history into Salvation history: "Once upon a time," began the old man with that peaceful voice of his that seemed to come from far away, "once upon a time, a young boy-he was named Nicolò Garzilli, it was winter, and nine years have gone by since then-said, 'Men must not be controlled by anybody! Better dead than a slave!' And (like David, who, little though he was, took on the giant Goliath) the boy took on the Bourbon Giant. . . . Saint Rosalia, the virgin from Palermo who saved her city from the cholera, will save it from the enslavement of the Bourbons and will send an enchanted warrior. And all those who work the land and those who come from the mountains like you, will come down to the plain, and Palermo will be free for secula et seculorum [forever and ever]" (2-4, italics in original).
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The direct reference to David and Goliath of course underscores the disparity in strength between tyrant and oppressed; the invocation of Saint Rosalia and her miracles typifies southern Italian spirituality which is marked by strong devotion to the local patron saint; and the biblical formula left in Latin evokes specifically the Vulgate's Book of Revelations, endowing the arrival of Garibaldi with the inevitable force of messianic prophecy. Taken together, this rhetoric inscribes the par-ticular political history of Palermo into the realm of the sacred. At the same time, Indovino's opening phrase "once upon a time" (repeated twice), the image of the enchanted warrior, and (elsewhere in this passage) the phrase "cammina cammina cammina" ("walk walk walk") all mobilize the standard rhetoric and imagery of fairy tales. Through the narrator-character, then, Nuccio is able to embed these premodern literary forms into his realist novel, and to solder the association of Garibaldi with the premodern.
At other times, fairy tale codes are employed because the presence of Bourbon troops requires allegorical strategies in order to avoid suspicion or punishment. In chapter fourteen, for example, young don Gaetanino enchants his friends with tales of "quanno magno" (dialect for Carlo Magno, Charles the Great). When Bourbon soldiers appear in the piazza, the boy "came up with an entirely new tale, never before told or imagined" (54). 59 He goes on to weave the tale of the Mammodrago, a creature with one hundred heads, and who commands 100,000 soldiers. These soldiers take all the food from the town to feed the ravenous Mammo-drago, leaving even the women and children to starve. Finally, one brave man decides to fight back, and a huge battle breaks out between the citizens and the soldiers. Don Gaetanino pauses in his narration, and notes that the real soldiers in the piazza are clearly too dimwitted to understand the meaning of his story (54). His intended audience, on the other hand, knows how to read this fairy tale: "the rascals understood that Mammo-drago was the Bourbon king" (55).
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With this gesture, Nuccio invites the children who read his novel to identify with the shrewd "rascals" in the piazza, helping them along in case they had missed the hidden meaning. At the same time, he locates Garibaldi's story both within history (in the historical novel recounting realistically the events of 1859-60) and outside of history, in the time of fairy tales. Garibaldi's rebellion, framed as a story that is entirely unique and unprecedented ("mai detto o pensato"), now unfolds in a space of total moral clarity and clear-cut good and evil: removed from historical complexity and ambiguity, the tale pits the courage of the good man against a monstrous, feminized (mammo resonating with mamma) and rapacious creature.
Like the biblical and fairy tale language used by Indovino and don Gaetanino, medieval images and topoi appear throughout the novel. At one point, for example, "Hundred-languages" directly evokes the chansons des gestes tradition with his reference to the Battle of Roncesvalles, and we are reminded how Garibaldi and his followers were outrageously outnumbered. 61 The accumulation of such references throughout the text suggests that a strictly modern, realist, positivist language could not convey the exploits of Garibaldi and his followers. A premodern language is necessary to describe him and his deeds. He belongs to the world of fairy tales, of medieval romance and of prophecy-a world prior to and at odds with the reality of the Giornalino's readership, bourgeois children who inhabit a society marked by the efforts of the anticlerical, secularizing, industrializing State to forge a modern nation. The Fairy Tale, Biblical, and Romance traditions called upon to describe Garibaldi both extol him and at the same time contain him within a bygone day. Indeed, Indovino himself, who functions as a kind of leader among the picciotti in the weeks preceding Garibaldi's arrival, ends up committing suicide once he has avenged himself on the Bourbon troops for having murdered his daughter years ago. As he plummets into a deep well he buries his "far away" prophetic voice with him. Having witnessed the realization of his prophecies, he will not enter into the new, modern world created by his redeemer. 62 As in Abba's diary, the General remains an elusive figure, as the Sicilians hear and talk about him long before his actual advent. The chiasmus "Garibaldi is coming, he is coming, Garibaldi!"-at times also rendered in dialect, "Piddu veni, veni Piddu" (183)-echoes as a refrain scores of times by multiple characters through the first two-hundred pages of the book, becoming almost a pendulum marking time until the coming of the savior. The effect of suspense and anticipation would have been especially strong in the journal's original installment series. We do not read about the Marsala landing until Chapter XXXIX, well into the novel, and the General does not appear in person until Chapter XL. Here, Nuccio describes the General as almost blindingly radiant, and as rendering speechless those who behold him. The emphasis on his golden beard, long locks, and flaming blue eyes endow him with a fused masculine and feminine beauty (as we have seen in other texts), and the rhetoric of a burning source of light-radiant, luminous, glowing, all ablaze-links him to the sun. Indeed Garibaldi here becomes a sun god, the singular point of life-giving energy beyond language and upon which one cannot gaze directly (198) . 63 Nuccio thus builds anticipation culminating in the apotheosis of the sun god, the one who must be and at the same time cannot be imitated by the hundreds of dark-haired picciotti who adore him.
While Garibaldi appears as a Helios figure, animal metaphors and similes abound in Nuccio's descriptions of the protagonists as well as the antagonists. Indeed the novel bursts over with images of animals, which often appear multiple times per page, heroes and villains alike compared to puppies, monkeys, wolves, lambs, and rats, to name a few. 64 At times Nuccio deploys the animal imagery to praise Sicilian courage and to celebrate the children's bravery. At other times the comparisons highlight the savagery, brutality, or stupidity of their oppressors. Populated with ferocious villains and with exuberant heroes, Sicily emerges as profoundly and thoroughly bestial, thus the abundant animal rhetoric justifies the arrival of the sun god and endorses his humanizing mission.
Extending further the suggestion that Garibaldi's arrival catalyzes the humanization of the south, Nuccio's text marks participation in the nationalist movement as a rite of initiation into adulthood generally and manhood specifically, a link that is enabled through the recourse to other literary genres. Early in the story, the tale of the Mammo-drago further enflames young Pispesedda with heroic fervor, and he is clearly impatient to take up arms against the Bourbon "monster." The adult Giovanni Riso, father to one of the boys of the group, tells Pispisedda that he must be more patient. "When the pear is mature it will fall by itself" (56) Riso assures the youth in the proverbial form for which southern dialects are known. 65 The proverb refers to the need to wait for the time to ripen before rushing into revolutionary action, but also opens the general theme of maturity, linking it to patience and sobriety. The lesson takes on particular force as it comes from a respected father figure in the story, and is offered to the restless orphan boy. In fact, the orphan Pispisedda, the most developed and central character of the ensemble cast of picciotti, clearly finds a substitute family in his group of heroic revolutionaries-brothers among the other boys, fathers in the adults like Indovino, Riso and ultimately Garibaldi himself, and indeed a mother in the imagined figure of "La Talia," who is lovingly invoked throughout the text. Nuccio deploys both animal metaphors and this substitute family structure to solder the processes of becoming human, becoming an adult, becoming a man, and becoming a modern Italian citizen, all of which are facilitated through Garibaldi. As Pispisedda pretends to be asleep in the corner, he listens to the adult men making plans against the Bourbons and preparing for the arrival of Garibaldi. The narrator reveals his thoughts, "Oh if only, rather than curled up like a puppy in the courtyard, he could instead be among those men who were about to proclaim: 'On this day the war will begin!'"(49). 66 Indeed all the boys, early in the story, are described as possessing qualities in terms that underscore their premodern, juvenile, or bestial nature. Their energy, courage, and exuberance are certainly valuable and admirable, but in need of taming and maturation: "There were five of them: Ferraù stronger than Orlando, Hunter with more heart than David, don Gaetanino the puppeteer, Hundred-languages who could imitate the voices of all the animals, and Sautampizzu who could jump like a grasshopper"(38).
67 As these rambunctious picciotti prepare for the arrival of Garibaldi, the process of becoming adult men entails in particular the protecting of the local women, particularly Fedele's mother and his sweetheart Giulia, thus clearly marking their heroism as manliness. A persistent theme throughout the text, and one that informs many of the most adventurous scenes, the necessity of safeguarding the women becomes quite clear when Pispisedda reminds Fedele that he and Ferraù must stand by the women at all costs (61). In fact, many chapters later, the brave Ferraù does indeed sacrifice himself, throwing himself on a bomb and saving several of his comrades.
By the final chapters of the novel, the melancholy tone comes powerfully to the fore, as one after the other of the picciotti and garibaldini meet their ends, and Palermo is left in ruins. After Fedele dies in the arms of his beloved Giulia, the tally is taken: "Palermo was about to be free? But look what it has been reduced to! Stone upon stone, each one blackened by fire and reddened by blood. And Fedele dead without having seen his mother one last time . . . and his mother without having seen her son! And Sautampizzu, too, was dead, and Ntinna and Indovino as well" (234) . 68 In addition to the death and the destruction, young don Gaetanino, overwhelmed by the trauma of the war, has become mute and catatonic. 69 In the midst of these climactic and traumatic final chapters, with their heavy emphasis on loss, Pispisedda and the surviving picciotti meet a new friend, a blond garibaldino from Trieste.
The Triestan boy inspires the picciotti who have not died to continue to follow Garibaldi north, rather than remain in Sicily to rebuild their devastated city. Indeed, with his far-reaching knowledge and broader perspective, the Triestan boy eclipses even Garibaldi in these concluding pages of the novel, as he takes the picciotti under his wing to broaden their horizons. He shows them a map of Italy, which they kiss with reverence as they solemnly commemorate the many who died for her (243). In these exchanges with the northern soldier, who speaks "italiano" (rather than dialect) in a sweet and beautiful voice, the picciotti receive not only more extensive geographic knowledge but indeed are corrected in their long-standing linguistic error, learning that they fight not for "La Talia" but for "l'Italia." Significantly, the scenes in which this northern boy corrects and educates the picciotti are profoundly melancholic, as Nuccio encodes the transition from local attachments to national affiliation in the language of loss. Just moments before Ferraù's noble death adds to list of traumatic losses, the maturing and melancholy boys transfer their allegiance from La Talia-an almost anthropomorphized mother figure whose name had often been invoked alongside that of local patron Saint Rosalia-to Italy, an abstract concept figured on the Triestan boy's map:
Pispisedda kissed [the map of] Italy and then offered it to be kissed by Rocco, Ferraù, and Turi as he murmured, with his eyes full of tears, "If only Fedele, Sautampizzu, Hunter were here . . ." and he thought back to those evenings in October of last year, and in April and May, when they had cried out, all together, "Long live La Talia!" Now they would have cried out the correct name, a name so much sweeter: Italy. But the lips of his dead friends could no longer cry out. . . . (243).
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Depicted throughout most of the book as particularly energetic, daring, and almost capriciously audacious, by the conclusion, Pispisedda cannot help but almost obsessively and somberly return to the memory of all the friends who have died in the fight to liberate Palermo: "he bit his lips till they bled. How many dead!" (245) . 71 Vowing to commemorate them, Pispisedda and the now-recovered don Gaetanino will follow Garibaldi as he continues north. No longer under the spell of the prophetic and premodern Indovino, or inspired by the mother-goddess figure of La Talia, the boys instead follow the educated, articulate "garibaldino from Trieste." Here, at the novel's conclusion, the specific political agenda of Nuccio, consonant with that of Vamba and the Giornalino generally, becomes clear. Turning back to the heroic events of 1859-60 becomes a strategy of promoting contemporary irredentismo-the movement in favor of bringing the so-called "unredeemed" Austrian-controlled territory of the northeast into Italy. As the blond garibaldino points out Trieste and Trento on the map, the early twentieth-century agenda of "unredeemed Italy" is authorized as the logical and necessary continuation of the unification, and given Garibaldi's stamp of approval. 72 More broadly, however, the novel demonstrates how the protagonists must leave behind youth, native dialect, local allegiances and the entire mythic, premodern world embodied in Garibaldi. While praising the courage and even the ferocity of the picciotti, Nuccio simultaneously marks the "south" as primitive, as immature, as that which must be mourned and left behind in the process of growing up for the protagonists and the nation as a whole.
Other adventure novels and biographies in the decades following Garibaldi's death reinscribed aspects of this myth. Scholar Cristina della Coletta has convincingly shown how Emilio Salgari mined lexical choices, discursive strategies, and imagery from Garibaldi's 1860 Les Memoires de Garibaldi in crafting his Sandokan books. Both della Coletta (162) and Boero and De Luca (67) note the melancholy tone in Salgari's popular works. 73 Giuseppe Fumagalli's 1892 Vita di Giuseppe Garibaldi narrata ai giovinetti ("Life of Giuseppe Garibaldi narrated to young people") reiterates the image of Garibaldi as an idealized fusion of masculine and feminine in its description of him as "tall, strong, with an extremely handsome face and masculine physique, and with long golden locks flowing down his shoulders" (42-43) 74 Eugenio Checchi's 1907 Garibaldi: Vita narrata ai giovani ("Garibaldi: His Life Narrated to Youths"), published by Milan's Treves Brothers on the centenary of Garibaldi's birth, entitles its first chapter succinctly, "The Hero." Abba's 1904 text for children, Storia dei mille ("History of the Thousand"), describes Garibaldi selecting his crew in a manner reminiscent of Christ choosing his apostles. Italian children thus feasted on heroism and melancholy in these years.
In addition to penning his children's novel on the Little Hero Pin and his contributions on Garibaldi to the special issue of the Giornalino, Lino Ferriani, a lawyer and legal theorist, published detailed and impassioned studies focused in particular on the plight of underprivileged children in the new Italy. 75 In 1886, he examined the issue of infanticide in his La infaticida nel codice penale e nella vita sociale, and in 1902 his I drammi dei fanciulli: Studi di psicologia sociale e criminale examined child trafficking, suicide, and "school martyrdom" (the ways in which the contemporary public school system caused harm to many students, especially the poor and disabled). By marshalling and analyzing direct testimony and statistical data, Ferriani aimed to overcome the apathy of his fellow Italians and urged the formation of a new social conscience (20) . Without legal reforms and robust private initiative, he laments, and without a concept of social obligation towards marginalized and outcast children:
we will have done nothing but waste time in flowery chitchat, in bureaucratic rigmarole, in appeasing discourses, and we'll end with the melancholy refrain of D'Azeglio, "Italy is made, but now it is necessary to make Italians." Oh, isn't it about time that they were made? And to do so, there is no other way, they must begin to make themselves finally capable of resolving the problem of childhood in general, and in particular, most urgently, the problem of unhappy childhood (28).
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Already in 1902 Ferriani perceived the famous call to "make Italians" as a "melancholy refrain," an initiative rhetorically rehearsed ad infinitum but unrealized due to the many failures of the State to address real social and economic ills. While it is clear that Ferriani uses the adjective "melancholy" here in order to underscore the failure of the project of creating a national culture, I would submit that melancholia, as I have tried to show, constituted one of the very mechanisms through which the project was undertaken. In other words, D'Azeglio's "refrain" may be considered "melancholy" not (only) because in Ferriani's time it had not yet been completed, but because the project itself was structured through melancholia. As the shadow of Garibaldi fell upon the nation, children's literature constructed a narrative in which growing up meant revering but leaving behind epic heroism. 77 These texts contributed to the project of "making Italians" by providing a heroic fetish through which a melancholy modern subjectivity could emerge.
Notes
I gave a version of this essay as a talk in the "Heroic Strands" panel at the 39th Annual Conference of the Children's Literature Association in 2012. I thank Jean Webb, chair, and the panel participants. I am also grateful for funding received from the Children's Literature Association (Faculty Research Grant, 2006) and the Institute for the Arts and Humanities at Penn State (2004 State ( , 2008 which enabled research at the early stages of this project. 1 "se ne potrebbe dare facilmente una ricetta: prendi dieci grammi di eroico, due di malinconico e fa' un libro per fanciulli" (Errico 9). Ricciardi was a lawyer, editor of the Neapolitan journal Pungolo Parlamentare, and, with Benedetto Croce, member of the "Society of Nine Muses" (Carbognin et al.) . In the preface, he laments that Italian children's literature has been limited by the two dominant "notes" of heroism and melancholy, and praises Errico's stories for their variety, clarity, and health. In May, 1904, Cuore sold its 301,000th copy, making it, alongside Collodi's Le avventure di Pinocchio, one of the top sellers in the Italian market for children's books (Manson 185) . century, even up to the 1960s, created little heroes who went off to die alongside soldiers to safeguard the Fatherland, or who helped their parents until their dying day, struggling against destitution and hunger" (148). See also Truglio 12-13.
5 Umberto Eco has remarked on this process in his provocative analysis of Cuore. He points out that the protagonist's father elaborates his patriotism "sempre senza la minima chiarezza ideologica, sì che a distanza di pochi giorni intesse con il medesimo tono l'elogio di Cavour di Garibaldi, dimostrando di non aver capito nulla delle forze profonde che divisero il nostro Risorgimento" 'always without a minimum of ideological clarity, so much so that within the space of just a few days [in the diary structure] he sings, in the same tone, the praises of Cavour and of Garibaldi, revealing that he has not understood a thing about the deep forces that divided our Risorgimento' (87). 6 "fa l'uomo" 7 "ormai era considerato l'uomo delle due famiglie" 8 "sta per apparirci sotto una luce di vero eroe, di chi, cioè, inalzandosi al disopra degli uomini mediocri, e tanto più dei fanciulli, si rende noto e chiaro per un fatto grande, magnanimo, che gli frutta l'ammirazione, il plauso dei buoni, e la gioia interna della coscienza soddisfatta" 9 The Garzanti Linguistica online dictionary defines "hero" as "chi dà prova di straordinario coraggio e abnegazione, spec. in imprese guerresche; chi si sacrifica per affermare un ideale: l'eroe dei due mondi, per antonomasia, G. Garibaldi (1807-1882)" 'one who demomstrates extraordinary couragage and abnegation, especially in military undertakings; one who makes sacrafices in the name of an ideal: The hero of the two worlds, through antonomasia, G. Garibaldi.'
10
The remarkable proliferation of books dedicated to Garibaldi's life and exploits was already apparent in the period under discussion. In 1907, an advertisement for a new edition of Giuseppe Abba's La Storia dei Mille (Bemporad) notes that "Garibaldian literature" is "far from scarce at this point," but that this "new and beautiful publication" would "enrich it." ("La letteratura garibaldina, non assolutamente scarsa ormai, s'è arricchita d'una nuova e bella pubblicazione." Il giornalino della domenica 37). In the preface to the 1910 edition of Eugenio Checchi's Garibaldi: His Life Narrated to Young People, the editors pose the question, "Why (our readers will ask) another biography of Garibaldi?" ("Perchè (diranno i lettori) un'altra vita di Garibaldi?").
11
"lo colpì la regolarità con cui questo movimento fantastico funzionava, come se tutti, uomini e cose, ubbidissero a un ordine superiore, a un direttore generale invisibile, ma onnipotente cui nulla sfuggiva e a tutto provvedeva" 12 "grave melanconia" 13 "essere i miei figliuoli," "Coraggio, dunque, piccolo soldato dell'immenso esercito." 14 "L'allora piccolo Manlio per giustificare un lieve fallo disse una bugia, facilmente e tosto scoperta dal grande uomo che lo redarguì così: 'Ricordati, piuttosto fatti bastonare, che mentire"' 'When he was young, Manlio told a fib in order to excuse a minor transgression. The great man easily and quickly discovered this and scolded the boy, saying, "Remember, it is better to face a beating than to tell a lie"' (Il giornalino dell Domenica 19. Italics in original).
15
"infine familiare per la difficoltà di reimpostare i rapporti fra i sessi e le generazioni in un'ottica più evoluta rispetto a quella dell'assolutismo patriarcale." 16 "Il processo di trasformazione del sistema produttivo aveva provocato un indebolimento della famiglia, poiche anche le donne entravano nel mondo del lavoro." The request was granted, on appeal, on the basis that the marriage had never been consummated. See "Italian Americans." An estimated 1.5 million eventually returned.
20
Children's author G.E. Nuccio, in a novel which I will discuss below, succinctly articulates this traditionally vertical model of power. One of his characters is a clandestine liberal secretly plotting the overthrow of the oppressive Bourbon regime in Palermo and anxiously awaiting Garibaldi's arrival. This woman feigns agreement with the regime's soldiers, asserting that the king "è il vero padrone e signore che ci dà il pane dolce e ci fa vivere" 'the true father and lord who gives us sweet bread and allows us to live' (172). She pretends to endorse the clear vertical line of power: "Prima Dio e poi il Re e i nostri padroni, che lo rappresentano qui, in carne e ossa, dobbiamo ubbidire" 'we must obey first God and then the King and our padroni, who represent him here in flesh and blood' (173). It was, of course, the unification's dismantling of such patriarchal absolutism that Nuccio's 1910 story celebrated. 21 See note 9 above.
22
Ricciardi's metaphor of a recipe for children's literature accords well with the notion of incorporating the lost object in Freud's account of mourning and melancholia: "The ego wants to incorporate this object into itself, and, in accordance with the oral or cannibalistic phase of libidinal development in which it is, it wants to do so by devouring it" (587). "il nome di Garibaldi, che da Marsala intesi storpiato in mille guise, esse lo mutavano in quel di Sinibaldo, che fu il padre di Santa Rosalia" (160).
28
"E il Generale seduto a piè di un olivo, mangia anche lui pane e cacio, affettandone con un suo coltello, e discorrendo alla buona con quelli che ha intorno. Io lo guardo e ho il senso della grandezza antica" (39).
29
Xenophon (c. 430 BCE-c. 355 BCE) Athenian citizen, historian, essayist, military expert, and associate of Socrates. His Anabasis (meaning "march toward the interior") recounts the expedition of ten thousand Greeks into Persia in support of Cyrus (Anderson) .
30
"come il Corrado di Byron" (187).
31
"Così, con la semplicità d'un Re pastore, con l'eleganza d'un eroe Senofonteo, meglio ancora! Così come egli stesso nelle foreste vergini Riograndesi de' suoi giovani anni, Garibaldi diede l'ora a segno di stella" (196) .
32
" [p] arevano gente del medioevo rimasta viva proprio per aspettarci" (150).
33
"Che gloria di picciotti in quel momento! Due mesi fa erano riottosi a imbarcarsi pel continente: pareva che non avessero idea d'altra Italia, fuori del triangolo della loro isola: ma marciando per la Calabria trovarono i loro cuori, qui si son fatti ammirare. Caricarono come veterani!" (219).
34
"malinconia cupa" (243); "Forse nella mente del Generale passava un pensiero mesto" (239).
35
"Così si andò verso il Palazzo reale, a sfilare dinanzi al Direttore piantato là sulla gran porta, come un momumento. . . .Il Generale, pallido come forse non fu visto mai, ci guardava. S'indovinava che il pianto gli si rivolgeva indietro e gli allagava il cuore. . . . Ora odo dire che il Generale parte, che se ne va a Caprera, a vivere come in un altro pianeta (244-45).
36
While Isabel Hapgood's 1901 translation is complete and reliable I provide my own translations here to remain somewhat closer to the Italian, opting more for literalness rather than smoothness.
37 See Tribunella's insightful discussion of how A Separate Peace "implicitly likens school to the battlefields of war." As homosocial settings, both become "a place in which queer love can be expressed, albeit indirectly" (13). The possibility of queer love in these settings is opened but inevitably foreclosed as part of the process of establishing masculinity and heteronormativity as requisite components of adulthood. Before the advent of queer theory, Umberto Eco discerned the implicit homoerotics in Cuore, describing Enrico's admiration for his beautiful, blond classmate Derossi as "a sort of homosexual attraction" (86). De Amicis's text itself openly establishes the "classroom as barracks" association as part of its inspirational rhetoric advocating unity. In his letter of October 28, Enrico's father writes, "I tuoi libri son le tue armi, la tua classe è la tua squadra, il campo di battaglia è la terra intera, e la vittoria è la civiltà umana. Non essere un soldato codardo, Enrico mio" 'Your books are your weapons, your classmates are your squadron, the battlefield is the whole earth, and victory is human civilization. Don't be a cowardly soldier, my Enrico' (37). On the way De Amicis constructs the "school" as a "barracks" see also "salvò la vita a una donna . . . combattè dieci anni in America . . . difese Roma … liberò Palermo . . . lottò nel 1870 contro i Tedeschi" 39 "leggerai le sue gesta" 40 "quando non sarai più al mondo tu, . . . ancora le generazioni vedranno in alto la sua testa luminosa di rendentore di popoli coronata dai nomi delle sue vittorie come da un cerchio di stelle ed ad ogni italiano risplenderà la fronte e l'anima pronunziando il suo nome" 41 "Oggi è un lutto nazionale," "il mondo intero lo piange."
42
Adjectives for "brunette" (bruno) "dark" (scuro) and "black" (nero) appear five times in the first two sentences.
43
"Ricordatevi bene di quello che vi dico. Perchè questo fatto possa accadere, che un ragazzo calabrese fosse come in casa sua a Torino, e che un ragazzo di Torino fosse come a casa propria a Reggio di Calabria, il nostro paese lottò per cinquant'anni e trantamila italiani morirono." In his discussion of education and literacy in Italy between 1871 and 1887, historian Martin Clark quotes this passage from Cuore, a book which, he remarks, indicates "how schools purveyed a constant, relentless diet of patriotism" (38). He describes the Calabrian boy episode in particular as "nation-building, with a vengeance" (38).
44
"Spero anch'io, per servirmi delle espressioni di un illustre e caro maestro, che esso possa interessare i giovani lettori e far loro un po' di bene." 'I, too, hope-if I may make use of the words of a dear and illustrious teacher-that my book will interest its young readers and do them a bit of good.' Boero and DeLuca rightly note that "Cordelia teme l'interclassismo, prova paura all'idea della perdita di privilegi e potere da parte della sua classe di appartenenza, perciò mette in opera tutte le possibili strategie per 'blindare' commozioni e pietà all'interno di gerarchie ben definite" 'Cordelia fears the mixing of classes, and is afraid of the idea that her own class may lose its privileges and power. Thus she deploys every possible strategy to mobilize sympathy and compassion for the established hierarchies' (73) . My goal here is to analyze these "strategies" and contextualize them within the shared discourses of heroism. Cordelia's husband, Giuseppe Treves, was the brother of Emilio Treves, who had founded the Press.
45
"eroe si può esserlo in tutti i luoghi, in tutte le professioni, alla scuola, all'officina, fra le pareti domestiche, purchè uno dimentichi sè stesso, rinunci al proprio piacere, alla propria volontà, per un alto ideale, per il bene del suo paese, della propria famiglia e dei suoi simili" 'you can be a hero anywhere-in any profession, at school, in the office, at home-as long as you put your own needs aside, give up your own pleasures, and renounce your own will for an ideal, for the good of your country, your own family, and your fellow men' (11).
46
"Il mio sogno è di diventar generale, vorrei fare come Garibaldi" 'My dream is to become a general. I want to be like Garibaldi' (18).
